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Now in a lNow in a loving relationship with his fiancé, Molly, Oscar is finally 
ready to move on from his losses in a previous relationship. Yet, as 
much as he would like to sanctify their love and move forward with 
his life, there stands one small obstacle-seven year old Cooper, 
Molly’s son. The stubborn boy and the over-eager man do not 
exactly get along, especially after Oscar moved the family to chilly 
Colorado for a new job. Their not-so-tight relationship is threatened 
eveven more by one event in particular, the death of their 14-year old 
dog named Pickle. And, of course, Cooper blames Oscar for his 
furry friend’s freezing fate.

Cooper takes the death of his pup in a rather… strange way. 
Cooper’s constant insistence on Pickle eating, sleeping, and even 
bathing with him, despite being a pile of ashes within a glass vase, 
becomes unbearable for both Oscar and Molly to handle. In hopes 
to finally bring together his new family once and for all and lessen 
the stress on his fiancé, Oscar agrees to travel across country with 
his young nemesis to scatter the ashes of Pickle in San Francisco, 
the place whethe place where Cooper and Pickle grew up together. Molly will join 
them a few days later, once they’ve reached their destination.

The two butting heads embark on a very bumpy road trip and while 
Oscar tries his best to get through to Cooper, his attempts continue 
to fail. But the road trip may bring the two to finally see eye-to-eye 
and get along, or at the very least tolerate each other enough to 
build a family.

Pickle serves as a comedic relief to the constant changes one must 
face in life and the relationships one must build in order to face 
these changes. The story between father-figure and son helps to 
show that these changes come in all forms and everyone deals 
with change in their own unique way, even if it means bathing with 
the cremated remains of the family dog. 
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After accidentally freezing the family dog to death, Oscar attempts 
to make good with his soon-to-be stepson by driving the family 
pet’s ashes across the country.
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OscaOscar, a man looking to move on from the losses in his life has 
finally found the perfect woman in Molly. The only thing standing in 
his way is Cooper, her seven year old son. Oscar attempts to win 
the kid’s affections but it spectacularly backfires when Oscar 
inadvertently freezes the family dog to death. Cooper reacts in 
strange ways, lugging the cremated dog everywhere and 
demanding that Pickle be scattered to his favorite park back in San 
Francisco. Francisco. 

In a last desperate attempt to win Cooper’s favor, Oscar suggests 
that he take the boy on the trip himself. What follows is a bumpy 
road trip with ups and downs that may ultimately bring the family 
together or tear apart what little connection they have. 
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When I was giWhen I was given the parameters to make a thesis film, it was 
described as making the most “personal film possible.” Selfishly 
wanting everyone to suffer the traumatic events of my life, I rounded 
up a lot of the challenges I faced as a kid. I moved across the country 
when I was nine. I was an only child. I had to deal with my parents 
re-marrying. And yes, I even tragically lost my childhood dog. 

The The result is a story where no one is a villain or a hero and yet 
everyone is a true character. Comedy and tragedy have always been 
one step away from each other to me and with this film I really 
wanted to explore the absurd life moments where it overlaps. It could 
be so sad it’s funny, or so funny it’s sad as long as it was real. In the 
end I’m immensely proud of the work that my team and I have 
accomplished here. Though I fully understand if you can’t forgive me 
for what happens to the dog. I pfor what happens to the dog. I promise I only did it in the name of 
good story.

Sincerely,
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Casting Director

Jasmine is a natiJasmine is a native of New South Wales, 
Australia, traveling all the way across the 
ocean to get her start in Los Angeles. Using 
directing talents she picked up from Griffith 
Film School in Brisbane, Jasmine made the 
move to get into casting and currently works 
at Broad-Cast in Los Angeles. 
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